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Abstract

This paper describes a non�traditional medical imaging modality� cardiac electrical imaging�
which is a generalization of the standard electrocardiogram �ECG�� Rather than recording from a
few relatively isolated leads as in the ECG� a more comprehensive and detailed image sequence of
the time�varying spatial distribution of electrical potentials which originate in the heart muscle
is obtained using a much larger number of electrodes� These images can be recorded non�
invasively on the body surface� or� using invasive procedures� on� or even in� the heart muscle�
The modality provides increased information about cardiac electrical and mechanical function�
but extracting that information e�ectively from the images remains a challenge after �	 years
of development� We describe some electrophysiological background necessary to understand the
characteristics and advantages of such recordings� we describe the technical requirements of the
method� we review some of the processing approaches which have been applied to aid in their
interpretation� and we outline the inverse problem which relates these images to a model for the
underlying cardiac sources�
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� Introduction

The electrocardiogram �ECG�� a standard tool of modern clinical medicine� is a recording of the
di�erence in electrical potential between a few electrodes placed on a person�s chest and�or limbs
and a reference lead or leads� Physicians have learned over the years to identify a large number
of cardiac abnormalities from the ECG� but its interpretation remains more a process of heuristic
pattern recognition than an analysis based on a solid biophysical model� One limitation which
keeps the standard ECG from providing a more comprehensive and transparent description of the
electrical state of the heart is that it is a very sparse sampling of a complicated� spatially varied
distribution of potential on the body surface� The most informative regions of this distribution�
such as areas of local maxima� or minima� or high gradients� might be captured by the standard
electrode con	guration on one person and missed on another� In addition� the information about
cardiac sources contained in the ECG su�ers from attenuation and smoothing due to the volume
conductor which separates the heart from the body surface� Indeed� it is a tribute to the skill of
human interpreters that the ECG is a common and relatively e�ective diagnostic tool despite these
limitations
in addition it has the advantages of being cheap and painless� However there is un�
certainty and error in ECG�based diagnoses
for example� the rate of false diagnosis in myocardial
infarctions ��heart attacks� is as high as ��� and results in unnecessary health care costs in the
U�S� estimated at �� billion per year ����
As we will describe below� there is a complicated interaction between the mechanical function

of the heart� its internal electrical behavior� and externally recorded potentials� Failure to take
these relationships into account can lead to simplistic models of how cardiac electrical activity is
re�ected in external potential measurements� This may in turn lead to misinterpretation� over�
simpli	cation� and failure to make full use of the available information� Important features of
cardiac electrophysiology to consider include the origin and propagation of cardiac excitation� the
spatially and temporally distributed nature of the resulting intracardiac wavefronts� the electrical
anisotropy of cardiac tissue� the spatio�temporal relationship between intracardiac source activity
and extracardiac potentials� the heterogeneous conductivity of the torso volume between the heart
and the body surface� and the spatial relationship between a particular measurement location and
the distributed sources�
This paper describes a body of research concerned with the application of multi�electrode arrays

to partially overcome the undersampling problem together with the use of intrusive measurements
and�or sophisticated processing to deal with the attenuation and smoothing� With such an array
we can record an �image sequence of electrical potentials� the goal of this recording is the acqui�
sition� extraction� and presentation of information about the electrical activity of the heart� These
potentials may be measured within� on� or very near the heart through invasive procedures� or
non�invasively directly on the skin� Unlike the other medical imaging modalities described in this
issue� which generally display or reconstruct either anatomical features �MRI� ultrasound� CT� or
metabolic activity �PET�� the idea here is to image or reconstruct electrical activity itself� anatom�
ical features� represented in a geometric model� are not the end product but rather an essential
prerequisite of the method� necessary to provide an underlying structure upon which to display�
understand� and analyze electrophysiological quantities� The ultimate objectives of this modality
are twofold�

�� increased basic knowledge� helping scientists to better understand the normal and abnor�
mal electrical activity of the heart� and

�� clinical applications� developing improved or new tools that apply this knowledge to the
diagnosis and monitoring of patients�
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This modality� known as �cardiac electrical imaging or �cardiac mapping� involves acquisition
and management of both anatomical and electrical data� Speci	c technical requirements include
registration and segmentation of the anatomical data and data storage� compression� and visual�
ization of both anatomical and electrical data� Image and signal processing can also play a role
in image representation� compression� and feature extraction� as well as in aiding integration of
imaging results with the underlying biophysics and physiology to facilitate accurate interpretation
of the images� Speci	c relevant problems include image restoration �inverse solutions� and the
development of physiologically meaningful measures of similarity between image sequences�
The complexity of electrocardiographic imaging data� and of the underlying biophysical models�

require more sophisticated analysis methods than the empirical techniques generally used on the
immense number of ECGs recorded in clinical practice �parameter extraction� pattern recognition
and heuristic evaluation or scoring systems ��� �� ���� Given the signi	cant additional demands of
electrocardiographic imaging� the required e�ort and cost must be justi	ed from either a research
or a clinical perspective� The initial rationale for acquiring potentials from the entire torso surface
�body surface potential mapping� or BSPM� was to evaluate the nature of cardiac source models�
and in particular the degree to which a single current dipole embedded in the chest could represent
net cardiac bioelectric 	elds on the body surface ���� Data from BSPM revealed the inadequacies of
the single dipole model and subsequent studies have demonstrated the utility of BSPM in diagnosing
a range of clinical conditions including coronary artery disease ��� �� myocardial infarctions ��� ���
cardiac arrhythmias ���� ��� and left ventricular hypertrophy ����� Persistent barriers to widespread
use of cardiac electrical imaging in clinical cardiology are mainly the practical problem of applying
������ electrodes to a patient and the weaknesses of the analysis methods developed to date�
That electrocardiographic imaging obtains more information than ECG�s is of little doubt� as
shown by the widespread research use of the technique� However signi	cant challenges remain in
information processing� extraction� and presentation� to facilitate better scienti	c interpretation
and more widespread clinical application�
In the rest of the paper we 	rst describe some relevant background electrophysiology and then

give an overview of the technical challenges which arise in displaying� representing� and analyzing
these images� The bibliography section is necessarily not exhaustive� so the references should each
be regarded as typical of a class of methods rather than representing an exhaustive listing� In
addition space considerations have forced us to omit a number of valuable approaches� we apol�
ogize in advance to those researchers whose work we may have neglected� Among the important
topics which we have not treated are de	brillation �see ������ optical mapping ����� and segmenta�
tion�detection�classi	cation of ECG waveforms�

� Background Electrophysiology

From an engineering viewpoint� we can consider the heart as a closed� electrically conducting shell
of non�negligible thickness that contains electrical sources� This shell is composed of muscle cells
which have three properties of importance here� they are capable of generating a dramatic change
in the electrical potential di�erence across the cell membrane� known as an action potential �AP��
they can propagate the impetus to generate an action potential to neighboring cells� thus producing
a moving wavefront of spatially varying electric potential� and they contract mechanically if their
intracellular calcium ion concentration increases� Since� in fact� just such an increase in calcium
concentration occurs as part of each action potential� the electrical and mechanical aspects of the
heart�s functionality are intimately linked� electrical events lead directly to mechanical action but
mechanical events can also �usually subtly� alter subsequent electrical behavior� Abnormalities or
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changes in either can cause abnormalities or changes in the other
thus� by measuring potentials
resulting from cardiac electrical sources� we can obtain important information about the health of
the heart muscle� In addition� certain aspects of cardiac function and disfunction are characterized
uniquely by electrical behavior� For instance� changes in the sequence of a part of the electrical
cycle known as the recovery �repolarization� phase are not necessarily immediately re�ected in
mechanical alterations� yet there is evidence that they increase the risk for the most serious heart
rhythm disturbance� ventricular 	brillation �����
Among the wide range of cardiac abnormalities that are re�ected in altered electrical behav�

ior� we emphasize here two major categories� those resulting from obstructed blood �ow to the
coronary arteries �coronary heart disease� CHD� and those characterized by altered heart rhythms
�arrhythmia�� Heart disease remains the most frequent cause of death in the Western World
CHD
produces some ��� million heart attacks annually� of which one third are fatal� Electrical e�ects
of CHD are caused either by the imbalance of ionic concentrations due to acute obstructions or
by the cell death that follows if treatment is too late or unsuccessful� in both cases AP shape
and size are altered regionally� resulting in changes in the body�surface ECG ����� Arrhythmias�
which range from benign to deadly� arise from many causes� and are often very dynamic in nature�
Classic features of the underlying electrophysiology include tissue which supports only very slow
or directionally dependent propagation or spontaneously active pockets of tissue� Their dynamic
nature and complex origins make many arrhythmias di�cult to detect and problematic to treat
�����
In this section we will brie�y describe some relevant cellular electrophysiology and the elec�

tromechanical link� some macroscopic characteristics of cardiac tissue that a�ect the spread of
activation throughout the heart� and the relationship between intracellular activity� extracardiac
potentials� and the body surface electrocardiogram�

��� Cellular electrophysiology and the electro�mechanical link

The human heart weighs some ��� g and is about the size of a large man�s 	st� The billions of
muscle cells of which it consists are each capable of generating electric currents and potentials that
are functions of ionic concentration di�erences across their membranes� In particular� the resting
transmembrane potential di�erence of a cardiac cell �inside relative to outside� is negative� and
depends largely on the ratio of the concentrations of ionic potassium ��K��i��K

��o� inside versus
outside the cell� If the concentration gradient changes� the membrane potential does too� Induced
changes in transmembrane potential can alter the permeability of the membrane� allowing ions
to �ow down existing concentration gradients and further altering the transmembrane potential

when the resulting feedback is positive� the consequence is a transient breakdown of the resting
potential� or depolarization� and an action potential �AP�� A cardiac AP consists �coarsely� of
�� a rapid ����� ms� activation phase during which the membrane depolarizes and even reverses
polarity� �� a much longer �������� ms� intermediate interval of relatively stable potential� known
as the plateau phase� and �� a relatively slow ���� ms� repolarization phase during which the
transmembrane potential recovers to its resting value �see Figure ���

Please place Figure � here

The following aspects of this process are critical to cardiac function�

�� The electrical currents and potential di�erences generated by one cell during depolarization
can trigger depolarization of neighboring cells� thus a wavefront of depolarization� or activa�
tion� can propagate through cardiac tissue once some part of the heart depolarizes�
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�� The transmembrane currents are carried by ion movement� one consequence of the ion move�
ment responsible for depolarization is an increase in the concentration of intracellular calcium�
which initiates a contraction of the cell� This is the basis for contraction of the entire heart�

�� After one depolarization� a second depolarization cannot take place until some degree of
repolarization is complete� This necessary interval� known as the refractory period� ensures
a minimum time interval between two muscle contractions�

Thus there is a tight link between the pattern of cardiac electrical activity and the mechanical
functioning of the heart� A change or distortion in the electrical behavior may produce altered
contractile behavior� while mechanical or chemical damage to the tissue may alter the electrical
pattern �by mechanisms not described here�� This is the primary reason that measuring the elec�
trical activity of the heart is of interest from a diagnostic viewpoint� it is reasonable to presume
that by measuring and interpreting cardiac electrical behavior we may learn about the state of the
myocardium �heart muscle��
Modeling the spread of cardiac activation is extremely complicated and the subject of con�

siderable contemporary research� �For a recent overview� see the review article ������ From an
electro�chemical viewpoint there are a large number of separate ionic currents and mechanisms to
monitor and model� from a dynamical systems viewpoint the problem is one of three�dimensional
propagation in a non�linear� excitable� attenuating medium with refractory behavior and a very
complicated anisotropic geometry� Modeling techniques range from detailed descriptions of cou�
pled membrane elements with separate dynamic permeabilities for numerous individual ion types
�possibly several each�� through more functionally oriented approaches based on non�linear dif�
ferential equations that approximate membrane dynamics over larger space scales� all the way to
cellular automata models� Since our focus here is on extracardiac potential measurements we will
only mention that research into linking propagation models with extracardiac and even body surface
potentials is in its infancy and promises to be an exciting area in the future�

��� Anatomy and cardiac electrophysiology

The human heart has four chambers� the upper chambers� the left and right atria� receive in�
coming blood from the lungs and the body respectively� while the lower chambers� the left and
right ventricles� pump blood out to the systemic and pulmonary circulatory branches� When the
heart beats normally� the depolarization wave that initiates the mechanical contraction starts at
the top of the atrium from pacemaker cells and propagates through the atrial walls down to the
interface with the ventricles� The atria and the ventricles are electrically insulated at this interface
except for a region known as the atrial�ventricular �AV� node� The AV node acts like a delay
line� retarding the activation signal for about ��� ms� this allows the atrial contraction to 	nish
before the ventricular contraction begins� Once the signal clears the AV node it is carried along
a specialized non�contractile conduction system� starting with the bundles of His� then proceeding
very rapidly through a branching network known as the Purkinje Fibers� to numerous sites along
the inner chambers of the ventricles� From there the depolarization wave spreads into the working
myocardium� where it propagates from cell to cell outwards through the walls and upwards towards
the base of the heart� this sequence coordinates the timing of the mechanical pumping so that the
blood is squeezed upwards and outwards from the ventricles in an e�ective manner�
Cardiac tissue is highly anisotropic in its structure� with each ventricular cell having a size of

approximately ��� � �� � �� �m and electrical coupling between cells occuring preferentially

but not quite exclusively
at the narrow ends� Muscle striation also aligns with the anatomical
structure so that cells always contract along their long dimension� The 	ber orientation changes
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dramatically throughout the heart
	ber direction rotates up to ���� in a few centimeters from
outer to inner walls of the left ventricle ����� One result of this 	brous structure and its consequent
macroscopic electrical anisotropy is that the activation spreads three to 	ve times faster along
	bers than it does across them ����� Thus initiation of activation at a point results in an elliptically
shaped wavefront� whose axis rotates as a function of underlying rotation of the 	ber direction
����� Further complexity in propagation results from the interaction with the Purkinje system�
which stimulates many regions of the heart almost simultaneously� resulting in a large number of
micro�wavefronts that eventually merge into a highly complex set of macro�wavefronts�

��� Extracellular potentials

To investigate the behavior of even modest volumes of cardiac tissue requires electrodes located
outside the individual cells� Such electrodes do not measure transmembrane potentials� but instead
respond to extracellular potential di�erences between regions of the myocardium� Hence the shape
of the waveforms they measure do not resemble APs� For example� during the activation phase�
the region between resting and depolarized tissue forms a shell approximately � mm thick with
an extracellular potential drop across it of ����� mV� function The movement of this activation
wavefront past a recording electrode which is referenced to a distant �reference electrode creates
a rapid downstroke in the measured signal� referred to as the �intrinsic de�ection� that is a
characteristic feature of each electrogram �the name given to a waveform that is measured by an
electrode placed on or within the myocardium��
If we move this electrode further and further away from the heart surface� it will sense a larger

and larger volume of cardiac tissue� and the shape of the measured signal will change� One impor�
tant e�ect is temporal smoothing� which is caused by spatial superposition rather than temporal
dispersion� At the body surface� each electrode records what is now called an �electrocardiogram�
The ECG waveform typically displays a trimodal ��� ��� de�ection �the �QRS complex� during
activation� re�ecting the approach� passage� and departure of the wavefront from the region of the
heart to which the electrode is most sensitive� This is followed by a constant or slowly changing
potential level corresponding to the AP plateau phase �the �ST segment�� and a smooth bump
�the �T wave� which re�ects recovery or cellular repolarization� The drawings in Figure � illustrate
schematically the potentials sensed by a body surface electrode� an extracellular cardiac electrode�
and the transmembrane potential in three di�erent cells within the heart� Figure � shows the
e�ect of spatial superposition in a simpli	ed arrangement in which an isolated� perfused heart is
suspended in a human shaped electrolytic tank �see Section ��� for more details�� Both epicardial
and tank surface potentials can be recorded simultaneously and their spatial complexity compared�
Striking in the 	gure is the fact that several independent areas of positive and negative potential
can be observed on the epicardium� while the torso reveals only a single positive and a single neg�
ative area� The di�erence in scaling of the maps also illustrates the attenuation that occurs from
the heart to the body surface�

Please place Figure � here

We wish to emphasize that these waveshapes can vary dramatically depending on the location
of the electrode with respect to the direction of the wavefront and to anatomical features �e�g�
cardiac 	ber orientation or position of the heart and internal organs� as illustrated in Figure ��
Part �a� of this 	gure shows four human electrocardiograms recorded simultaneously from various
locations on a patient�s torso� note the dramatically di�erent shapes of QRS� the inverted �opposite
polarity to the QRS� T wave in one location� and the variability in amplitude� Part �b� shows
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four electrograms recorded simultaneously from the epicardium �the outer surface of the heart�
of a dog using a ��� sensor ���x��� � cm square array� although all four waveforms show the
clear negative�going intrinsic de�ection� the shape �or even presence� of the R wave �positive�going
de�ection preceding the downstroke�� the shape of the S wave �immediately after the downstroke��
and the shape and relative size of the T wave� all vary signi	cantly despite their spatial proximity�
This 	gure also underscores that� although there is e�ectively no temporal superposition or 	ltering
between the APs and the extracellular measurement point� the e�ect of spatial superposition is that
the temporal behavior of the waveforms becomes progressively smoother �or more low frequency�
as we move away from the heart�

Please place Figure � here

One feature of cardiac propagation that illustrates some of its unusual and non�linear behavior
is the annihilation that occurs when two wavefronts meet� Instead of passing through each other�
as many other classic propagating waves do �for instance� �uid� acoustic or electromagnetic waves��
when one depolarization wavefront meets another� neither can propagate in their original direction
because both will have reached regions of recently depolarized� and thus refractory� tissue� If�
for example� two elliptical wavefronts moving towards each other from opposite directions collide�
the overall e�ect will be a ��� rotation in propagation directions� Another unique characteristic
of cardiac activation is that there are several regions of tissue capable of spontaneous regular
depolarization� However� due to the refractory e�ect� the most rapid�	ring region is capable of
suppressing the others� In what is known as �normal sinus rhythm the pacemaker cells at the
top of the right atrium dominate� but in some arrhythmias a region of ventricular tissue may take
precedence over the normal sinus rhythm�

��� View from the body surface

From the preceding discussion� it is clear that the heart acts as a spatially and temporally dis�
tributed electrical source with complex dynamics� embedded in an irregularly shaped volume con�
ductor with conductivity inhomogeneities� If we consider the view of the cardiac source seen from
an electrode on the body surface� we therefore have to take into account

�� the distributed nature of the source potential patterns�

�� the presence of conductivity inhomogeneities �the internal organs� between the heart and
body surfaces� some of which have signi	cantly anisotropic conductivity�

�� superposition e�ects between the distributed source and any given location on the body
surface� any particular electrode is sensitive to the activity of the entire heart at any given
moment�� with the relative in�uence of any given point on the heart determined by the
e�ective current path between the two points� This e�ect depends only on the anatomy and
conductivities in the torso volume conductor�

�� attenuation of signal strength due to dispersion as the currents pass through the intervening
tissue�

�We note that linear and quasi�static approximations are valid here� given the tissue properties and frequency

ranges involved� In particular there are no signi�cant temporal dynamics in the volume conductor� and events on

the heart can be treated as being seen instantaneously on the body surface� However� as noted earlier� the e�ect of

spatial superposition can cause temporal as well as spatial smoothing of the body surface potentials with respect to

epicardial potentials�
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��� Strengths and limits of standard electrocardiography

Despite its simplicity� the standard ECG plays an important role in clinical medicine� From two
electrodes one can measure heart rate and detect some heart rhythm abnormalities� as few as
three electrodes may be adequate to determine� albeit coarsely� the location of cardiac ischemia
�insu�cient blood supply to the heart muscle� and infarction �heart attack�� and from the full ����
lead ECG
actually derived from � electrodes
cardiologists are capable of localizing some sites of
aberrant conduction between atria and ventricles or areas of transient ischemia and even detecting
the presence of physical abnormalities such as enlarged heart volumes or congenital structural
heart defects ����� However� the limits of the standard ECG are undisputed� events in the anterior
region of the heart can be detected because of the proximity of electrodes on the chest wall but
signi	cant errors occur when events occur in other regions of the heart� features of the ECG such
as de�ection of the ST segment during ischemia may be underestimated if they happen to be weak
or non�existent on the regions of the torso sampled by the leads� the ECG is the spatial integral of
many simultaneous events� some of which partially cancel so that small defects can result in large
changes in the signal� or vice�versa
hence the size of ECG change may not re�ect the extent of
physiological alterations�
Given the complexity of cardiac electric 	elds� it is not surprising that their interpretation is

problematic� especially based on the standard ECG� The need for improved approaches motivated
the methods described in the rest of this paper� In particular� better data acquisition capability
enabled the development of cardiac mapping in response to the need for more information� As with
other imaging methods� electrical mapping is an outgrowth of advanced electronic and computer
technology� and just as standard X�rays are supplemented and sometimes supplanted by CT� the
standard ECG should be enhanced by the development of cardiac electrical imaging�

� Cardiac mapping as an imaging modality

��� Basics of cardiac mapping

The primary technique of cardiac mapping is to increase the number of sensors in order to recover a
more complete picture of cardiac electrical activity� These maps can be recorded during invasive or
experimental studies in which electrodes are inserted into the chambers of the heart ����� into the
walls of the heart ����� or on the outer surface of the heart ����� or non�invasively from the surface of
the body ��� ���� The technology of mapping has evolved over the past thirty years from dual�trace
oscilloscopes with cameras to acquisition systems capable of recording from ���� channels at ����
samples�s� The electrodes can be mounted in needles with contacts every ��� mm� linear arrays
of wires with spacings in the range of ��� �m� in�atable balloons or �exible �basket catheters�
rigid� planar arrays or �exible nylon socks with hundreds of individual contacts� or strips of ECG
electrodes spaced ���� cm apart� Mapping in most clinical settings serves either as an experimental
tool� where the additional time and expense are justi	ed by the need for detailed information� or in
special cases� such as detecting complex arrhythmias that do not respond to conservative treatment
����� The exception remains Japan� where body surface potential mapping �BSPM� has recently
become common practice ����� Some methods used to analyze maps are described in the next
section�
A more contemporary approach to mapping is to view it as a medical imaging modality� i�e��

similar to computed tomography �CT�� magnetic resonance �MRI�� or ultrasonography� Electrical
imaging has certain commonalities with other imaging modalities� and a few signi	cant di�er�
ences� Perhaps the most obvious di�erence� as mentioned earlier� is the goal� we seek to describe
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or reconstruct the spatial and temporal distribution of electrical potentials and currents� and the
organization of the underlying source mechanisms� rather than anatomy or tissue characteristics�
Another major di�erence with many other imaging modalities is that this is a passive sensing
method rather than an active one such as X�ray CT� MRI� or ultrasound� that is� we passively
measure energy generated by the organism� rather than measuring the transmission or scattering
of energy which we have actively injected into the organism� Finally� in contrast with electromag�
netic and acoustic imaging� this is a low�frequency� quasi�static problem
this means that there
is e�ectively no model for phase information available to aid the imaging process� Despite these
di�erences� as with most imaging technologies� the basic problem is similar� we have available only
a remote� distorted� blurred� and attenuated measurement of the process which we are seeking to
characterize� we have multiple �views of the this process from di�erent �angles� and the medium
between source and observation� which causes the blur and attenuation� is space�varying� Thus
there are some formal similarities� for instance in the inverse problem described in Section �� with
other imaging and tomographic modalities�

��� Technical requirements of cardiac mapping

There are a number of technical requirements in cardiac imaging� some of which remain the topic
of ongoing research� These issues include spatial and temporal sampling densities� the choice of
reference potential� acquisition and modeling of a geometric substrate� and visualization of the
images�
The most basic practical question in cardiac image acquisition is the number and location of

electrodes used� both functions of spatial sampling density and electrode sensitivity� Although the
discrete nature of the cellular source implies that there is information present at frequencies corre�
sponding to the dimensions of a single cell� this is clearly not a practical sampling distance� Except
for optical techniques relying on voltage sensitive dyes ����� the subject of intensive development
but still restricted in their application� transmembrane potentials cannot be measured at more than
few sites simultaneously with present microelectrode technology� Minimal extracellular electrode
spacing ranges from sub�millimeter on the epicardial surface� to ���� mm between multi�electrode
needles in the heart walls� to ����� mm between body surface electrodes� However� the underlying
question� still without a clear answer� is what the tradeo�s are between expense and information
gain as a function of sampling density� Limited studies have tried to address the issue in terms of
spatial frequency content ����� but the problem is complicated by anisotropy� surface curvature� and
irregular shape� On the heart surface� studies such as those in ���� suggest that details of wavefront
breakthroughs at the surface and quantitative information about wavefront velocity� thickness of
the wavefront� and potential gradient� are lost with spacing greater than � mm� In order to sample
the entire epicardium simultaneously� this spacing would require an electrode array size which is
impractical with current technology� Temporal sampling rates are easier to determine� although
the rate chosen often depends on the application� The general ranges are from �������� Hz� on
the body surface� ��������� Hz� for ventricular extracellular measurements� ����������� Hz� for
transmembrane APs� and up to ������ Hz� for recordings in the specialized conduction system of
the heart �����
When recording extracellular potentials� either bipolar or unipolar electrodes can be used� In

the former case local activity is accentuated at the cost of a more global image� and for both body
surface and direct cardiac mapping the latter choice is more common� However with unipolar
electrodes there is no clear �ground�truth reference� usually either a mean potential over the

�With bipolar electrodes each measured signal is the potential di�erence between two closely spaced electrodes�

while with unipolar electrodes all signals are referenced to the same common potential�
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surface or the �Wilson Central Terminal �the mean of left and right arm and right leg potentials�
is used� Taccardi et al� have recently shown that neither of these references is constant in time�
which may prove to have important consequences for interpretation of electrical image sequences�
����
The generally irregular spatial sampling� often over a complex surface or volume� is one feature

which di�erentiates cardiac electrical images from most common medical images modalities� Both
for image display and for modeling of source�measurement relationships �see Section ��� a record of
the electrode locations is needed� in addition to the samples of potential data itself� This provides a
geometric substrate upon which the potential data sit� The geometric information can be acquired
either through digitization of a particular electrode arrangement �often via an anatomical imaging
modality� or the use of a standardized electrode placement scheme�
Finally� since fully automatic algorithms to interpret and process these images are still being

developed� investigators need adequate visualization tools to evaluate and understand the data and
their results� Of particular di�culty is visualization of data in two or three dimensions acquired
on an irregular sampling grid as described above� Either the data is interpolated to a regular grid
and standard techniques are used� with obvious consequences in terms of smoothing and increased
data volume� or the interpolation is performed directly on the irregular grid� The latter approach
requires customized interpolation algorithms and software���� ���� Moreover� given the spatial and
temporal complexity of the data� animation and interactive manipulation of the geometry and
the potentials are usually essential� Finally� the use of pseudo�color mapping greatly enhances
interpretability� and �exible control over such mapping schemes is an extremely useful feature of
visualization software for electrical image display and research�
Figures �� � show visualizations of sequences of isopotential maps recorded under three di�erent

conditions� In Figure � the recording array contained a closely spaced �� mm� regular grid ��� �
��� of silver wires that were placed on the epicardial surface of an exposed dog heart� The sequence
shows isopotential contour maps from four instants in time from the same beat �marked by the
vertical line in the time signal below each map� stimulated from a single ventricular site near the
center of the array� The cost of this spatial detail lies in the fact that within �� ms the activation
wavefront has moved almost entirely o� the edges of the array� Also shown are two maps derived
from the complete sequence of potential images� These �activation time and �recovery time maps
are described in more detail in Section ������
Figure � also contains epicardial potentials� but recorded from a ����electrode sock that sur�

rounded the ventricles and thus had a much coarser spacing than the grid in the previous 	gure�
Here 	ve instants from the initial �� ms after stimulus from a single ventricular site� and one from
the peak of the T wave� are shown� but with much less spatial resolution than with the 	ne grid
array� The advantage of this arrangement is that the entire heart is covered so that large scale phe�
nomena can be observed� Figure � contains a sequence of isopotential maps from a human subject�
recorded with ��� electrodes placed in an irregular array over the entire thorax� The pattern is
spatially much less complex than those seen in the previous 	gures� an e�ect of the superposition
described in Section ��� with a few dominant features visible� However� the temporal course of
the map sequence is more rapid than in the previous examples because normal cardiac activation
does not occur from a single site� but from a large number almost simultaneously� the result of the
specialized conduction system described in ����

Please place Figure � here

Please place Figure � here
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Please place Figure � here

��� Experimental mapping studies with electrolytic tanks

One di�culty confronting investigators who want to evaluate the information content of electrical
images is obtaining data under controlled conditions where the �true information is known� This is
particularly true when the goal of the method is to determine the state of the heart from recordings
made from the body surface� An indirect solution� using data acquired during clinical procedures
where controlled changes are introduced� is limited in extent and applicability� Some surgeries
permit images to be acquired from the exposed heart surface but these are not representative of
the potential distributions that occur when the chest is closed� because the exposed heart surface
is in contact with an insulator �air�
thus current paths change� and as a result so do potential
distributions� Surgically instrumenting animal hearts and then closing the chest cavity is another
approach ����� but it is expensive and is hindered by the technical di�culties of maintaining access
to an adequate number of electrodes in the heart and by the need to allow some days or even weeks
for the animal�s torso to regain its original integrity� In humans� it is clinically appropriate in some
situations to leave a few cardiac leads in place for the purpose of post�operative monitoring or
pacing� but the limited number of such leads preclude any serious mapping e�orts�
Therefore researchers have developed physical models of the thorax from which direct mea�

surements are possible� Realized initially in two dimensions with conductive paper and shortly
thereafter as torso�shaped electrolytic tanks ����� early versions included discrete current bipoles as
sources� Their primary application was to evaluate the theory of electrocardiographic lead place�
ment and sensitivity under the assumption of a dipole equivalent source� Later studies included
pairs of dipoles ���� and then perfused� isolated animal hearts ���� ��� in cylindrical tanks� The most
recent electrolytic tanks are shaped like a human torso� contain electrodes mounted in the tank
surface and may use movable electrodes to probe the volume potentials ���� ��� ��� ���� The sources
are typically isolated animal hearts that are instrumented with epicardial sock arrays� cages� and�or
transmural multi�electrode needles� Figures � and � contain measurements from such a torso tank�
In the context of electrocardiographic imaging� torso tanks serve the same purpose as the

phantoms commonly used in other scanning modalities to evaluate the accuracy and capabilities
of the system� They are especially useful in providing data with which to examine the e�ects of
abnormalities such as ischemia �which can be induced by manually constricting cardiac arteries��
and to validate forward and inverse solutions� and examine their sensitivity to errors in the geometry
and conductivity of the torso�

� Electrical Image Sequence Representations

Because of the volume of data and the di�culty of distinguishing and �especially� quantifying
important features� a number of techniques have been used to represent� display� and compress
electrical image sequences� Here we present an overview of some of the most successful and�or
promising� We have attempted to classify the techniques into two categories� those based directly
on representations of the data as a �map and those based on representing the data as an alternate
set of features or coe�cients extracted by means of transform techniques and�or statistical analysis�

��� Potential Mapping and its Direct Descendants

The most straightforward presentation is to use interpolation and contouring to create potential
maps� presented as contours or shadings of constant potential �isopotentials�� separately for each
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image in a sequence� Required processing includes interpolation� contour generation� and color
mapping and scaling� Although this representation gives a literal picture of the sequence of poten�
tial distributions� it does little to clarify the complexity of the data and nothing to reduce their
volume� Experts can interpret these maps� and di�erences between them� to extract a great deal
of information� but automatic and�or objective processing is di�cult� In addition� there are some
subtle ambiguities and limitations in isopotential mapping as a representation which have helped
motivate the development of more sophisticated techniques�

� Isopotential maps interpolate in space but not in time� Thus a smoothness is imposed on the
spatial distributions based on the chosen interpolation technique� but not on the temporal
progression� this may cause misinterpretation of the suddenness of temporal events� and
likewise may mask events with high spatial gradients�

� To minimize the computational complexity� the spatial interpolation is usually done via bi�
linear bases in two dimensions �or trilinear bases in three dimensions�� This may cause
considerable distortion� for instance during activation� when there is a strongly non�linear
distribution of potential with space across the wavefront ���� ���� In addition� there is an
inherent ambiguity at saddle points when linear interpolants are used� which means that
alternate triangularizations can produce quite di�erent contours �����

� Isopotential maps are often drawn using di�erent line types� color ranges� or symbols� to dis�
tinguish between regions of positive and negative potential� The visual e�ect is to accentuate
the location of the zero�potential contour� While this contour often lies in regions of sharp
gradient between maxima and minima� it is really the latter which have direct biophysical
meaning� while the signi	cance of the former is unclear because there is no absolute reference
against which the potentials are measured� In fact the reference used in practice may not be
constant in time ����� Nonetheless� practioners often assign great value to the location of the
�zero�line as a topographical feature in isopotential maps �����

� Contouring for isopotential maps can be quite sensitive to errors in electrode position and
the spatial resolution of the sensor array� dramatically changing the shape of a contour line
with a small change in electrode location or measured value �����

� Isopotential map sequences are notoriously di�cult to quantify� Common di�erence measures
include RMS�type ���� errors� which are well known to be poor measures for images� corre�
lation coe�cients� which are insensitive to amplitude di�erences� and descriptive features�
which are hard to objectify� In addition� when comparing two beats it is necessary to align
them in time� This alignment can also be ambiguous due to the lack of temporal interpolation
and the di�culty in choosing a unique alignment instant between two signals that may di�er
signi	cantly�

Despite the limitations of isopotential maps� they have one primary advantage� by leaving the
interpretation in the eye of the human observer� they take advantage of our ability to interpolate
in time and space� extract edges� etc�� and thus to �see wavefronts and other coherent events
as distinct from the background� In an attempt to reduce the data volume and concentrate the
information in maps� there have been a number of other mapping techniques developed� we describe
two of them below�
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����� Isointegral Mapping

In this technique� the signal from each lead is integrated over time� producing a cumulative temporal
potential at each spatial location� The end points of the integration are determined by either
visual or algorithmic analysis of the morphology of the waveforms� Di�erent temporal periods�
e�g� QRS� the ST segment� QRST� or even subintervals of QRS or the ST segment� are often
integrated separately� and the results presented in iso�integral contour maps� When intervals of
di�erent absolute length are to be compared �for instance from beats of di�erent duration� the
map sequences are sometimes interpolated to a common number of samples or the integrals are
normalized by their length�
Integral maps achieve a great deal of data compression� but at the cost of information loss� and

in addition have several technical problems� In addition to contouring� this technique requires the
determination of temporal �	ducial points to segment the heartbeat� �Although somewhat outside
the scope of this paper� we note that this process is fairly robust when applied to an RMS signal
over an entire image to 	nd globally de	ned 	ducials� but may su�er from considerable error
and
is a subject of current research
when applied to each lead individually ������ The advantages of
integration include a dramatic reduction in data volume� considerable robustness to mis�alignment
of di�erent beats �although perhaps not to integration endpoints�� and some possibility of direct
physiological interpretation of the resulting maps� especially the QRST integral ���� ��� ����

����� Isochrone Mapping

One feature of great physiological interest in data recorded directly from the heart is the time at
which each area of the heart depolarizes �known as the activation time�� since the progression of
this depolarization wavefront determines the contraction pattern� Activation time is calculated for
each sensor by estimating the timing of the intrinsic de�ection described in Section ��� �usually as
the maximum negative temporal derivative�� Thus an entire beat is reduced to a single isochrone
contour map showing lines of interpolated equal activation times� This technique is generally used
only on or within the heart� where the concept of the passage of a wavefront is well de	ned� It
requires the detection of activation instants from measured time signals� a non�trivial problem when
the signals have complex morphologies ����� which occurs frequently when the tissue is injured� A
similar technique has also been used to determine �repolarization time� usually de	ned as the
maximum positive derivative in the vicinity of the T wave� From these two instants the time
between activation and repolarization� known as the Activation�Recovery Interval �ARI�� can be
calculated� The ARI is used as a measure of local recovery characteristics and is highly correlated
with AP duration as measured from the transmembrane potential ����� Examples of both activation
and recovery maps are shown in Figure �� together with isopotential maps from the same beat�

����� Di	erence Maps

�Di�erence mapping is a commonly used technique to detect changes in cardiac state� images
recorded under one condition are subtracted from those recorded under a control condition �similar
to Digital Subtraction Angiography�� For instance� there have been a number of research studies
using data recorded during percutaneous transluminal coronary angioplasty �PTCA� procedures�
when a balloon at the tip of a catheter is in�ated in a coronary artery to open partial obstructions
����� PTCA studies are good models for research on the electrical e�ects of ischemia� while the
balloon is in�ated� the tissue downstream from the in�ation is e�ectively cut o� from its normal
blood supply and thus rendered ischemic� When the balloon is de�ated� the tissue is reperfused�
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Thus electrical image data can be recorded during PTCA with the chest closed �i�e� relatively non�
invasively� and the electrical behavior of acutely ischemic and control episodes can be compared
by computing di�erence maps� However� timing sensitivity is often too great to use di�erences of
the image sequences themselves� so more commonly integral maps are 	rst computed separately for
each recording� and then �integral di�erence maps are computed to re�ect the integrated changes
due to the ischemia�producing intervention� Figure � in section � contains examples of integral
maps and an integral di�erence map calculated from recordings made during a PTCA in�ation�

��� Feature�Coe	cient�Basis�Vector Representations

In this section we describe a number of techniques which have been applied for representation of
cardiac electrical image sequences� Some of the methods employ classical statistical techniques�
while others use basis representations with complex exponential or wavelet bases�

����� Karhunen
Loeve Transform �KLT�

The most widely used transform technique for representing electrical image sequences� especially
BSPM� is the KLT� It has been employed in a fashion similar to the way it is used for representation�
compression� and feature quanti	cation and pattern recognition for general digital images �����
First the eigendecomposition is found of an empirical spatial covariance matrix� this matrix can be
estimated from an image sequence corresponding to a single beat or from a large training database�
�Here each image �time sample� is represented as a single vector via some reasonable ordering��
Individual time samples are then projected onto the eigenvectors to produce a multichannel time
series of spatial KL coe�cients� Only the components corresponding to the largest eigenvalues
are retained �usually only about ����� out of around ��� are needed for good 	delity�� forming a
reduced�dimensional multichannel time series of coe�cients� These coe�cients can then be further
compressed by taking advantage of the temporal redundancy� the temporal correlation matrix of
the coe�cients which have been retained is estimated and used to repeat the KL process along the
time axis� Compression ratios up to ����� have been obtained with good accuracy ���� ���� The
spatial eigenvectors retained can be considered as representative of the most �typical distribution
patterns in the data and have been used to extract features �the KL coe�cients for a particular
image sequence� for classi	cation algorithms ��� ��� ���� This method requires a training database�
and relies for accuracy on the extent to which this database represents a particular set of image
sequences� It also relies on the assumption that the geometry of the sensor array is constant across
the recordings in the training database as well as the recording to be transformed� this can be
particularly di�cult with direct epicardial recordings�
Figure � contains an example of spatial eigenmaps computed from the same single beat shown

in Figure �� The upper two rows of the 	gure contain the eigenmaps corresponding to the 	rst
four eigenvectors� The lower two rows contain reconstructions of isopotential maps for two of the
time instants shown in Figure � �maps � and �� at �� and ��� ms� correspond to the third and
fourth rows of the 	gure� respectively�� The left map of each row was reconstructed using only
the � eigenmaps shown in the top half of the 	gure� while the second reconstruction used the 	rst
��
the �� largest eigenvalues accounted for more than ����� of the energy of the sequence �which
corresponded roughly to the signal to noise ratio�� The isopotential map from late in the beat
���� ms� shows a much smoother distribution and is very similar to the 	rst eigenmap� as a result�
it is adequately reconstructed with just � eigenmaps� The distribution at �� ms has more spatial
detail and even with �� eigenmaps the reconstruction still di�ers from the original�

Please place Figure  here
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����� Best Lead Methods

Another way to represent cardiac electrical images in a statistical sense is through selecting the �best
leads to represent a particular database� either by KLT ���� ��� or discriminant ���� techniques�
Both methods have been applied to select a relatively small number of leads ������ which contain
most of the statistically relevant information in a particular data set� The accuracy of these
methods tends to depend sensitively on exactly which leads are used� and the lead sets change
signi	cantly when di�erent abnormalities are represented in the training data or are used to design
the discriminant� In addition� direct information about spatial phenomena is lost in the resulting
set of scalar leads�

����� Multi
Dimensional Power Spectra �Isopower Mapping�

Since activation and recovery are in some sense wavefront phenomena� classical signal processing
techniques for sampled wave	eld data have been applied to cardiac mapping� There have been sev�
eral reports of using correlation�based and coherence�based approaches ���� ���� here we describe
a frequency�domain estimation method� Since the temporal signals are relatively wide�band �com�
pared to pure tones�� standard narrow�band array processing techniques are inappropriate� Inves�
tigators have used a wide�band array processing algorithm� the Zero�Delay Wavenumber Spectrum
�ZDWS�� The ZDWS is derived from the multi�dimensional �MD� frequency�wavenumber spectral
estimate �FWSE� of the data� an estimate of the MD Fourier Transform of the correlation sequence
of the data with respect to both space and time� its arguments are temporal and spatial frequencies�
or alternatively temporal frequency and spatial wavenumbers� The ZDWS is computed by averag�
ing the FWSE over temporal frequencies ���� and provides an estimate of the power of wavefront
arrivals on the array as a function of wavenumber�
For a �D sensor array� the results can be displayed as contour lines of equal power versus the two

components of the wavenumber vector� Once peaks in this map are located� temporal frequencies
at the peak can be estimated to give a measure of conduction velocity� Each beat is reduced to
one image and the results have a direct physical interpretation� although temporal and spatial
localization are lost over the array� Moreover� the ZDWS technique involves a number of hidden
assumptions �far�	eld point source� plane waves� and a linear relationship between velocity and
temporal frequency� for instance� which are not valid in cardiac tissue� This technique has been
used with some success to distinguish ischemic from normal conditions ���� and to characterize
frequencies in ventricular 	brillation �����

����� Multichannel Temporal Power Spectra

Rather than use MD techniques� if spatial localization is desired� the array data can be treated as
a multichannel sequence and the auto� and cross�spectra of the sensor data can be computed� This
technique reveals temporal frequency domain behavior on a sensor�by�sensor basis� For the most
part researchers have concentrated only on the auto�spectra� Reported use of such multichannel
spectral estimates include the derivation of frequency domain detection statistics to discriminate
healthy from injured tissue in epicardial ���� and body surface potentials ����� characterization of
epicardial and surface potentials in tank studies ����� and the formulation of new solutions to the
electrocardiographic inverse problem �����
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����� Wavelet Transform

Recently� a compromise among some of the di�culties of the previous methods has been attempted
using the Wavelet Transform �WT����� ��� ��� ��� ���� The WT has been used for spatial� tem�
poral� and temporo�spatial transformations� and o�ers some new handles on tradeo�s between ��
sensitivity to temporal alignment when comparing instant maps from two di�erent beats� �� tem�
poral resolution versus temporal stability� in a more graded fashion than that achieved by integral
maps� and �� the optimality of the KL transform versus its need for signal�dependent basis vec�
tors� In addition the WT is localizable� o�ering the promise of sensitivity to local events in space
and�or time and therefore of amenity to physiological interpretation �in contrast to� say� the KL
or Fourier�based transforms�� Contour maps made from the scaling function coe�cients provide
a controlled amount of smoothing and retain a known degree of temporal resolution� In addition�
contour maps of the wavelet coe�cients may reveal additional information not available in integral
maps� Wavelets and Best�Basis techniques have been applied to segment BSPM sensor signals and
plaque sensor signals automatically ���� and to locate activation and repolarization wavefronts on
the epicardium in space and time �����

� Inverse Solutions

��� Introduction
 the inverse problem of electrocardiography

Probably the most important goal in cardiac electrical imaging is to maximize the information about
cardiac electrical activity which can be extracted from non�invasive measurements on the body
surface� However� a signi	cant part of this information is lost to attenuation and superposition in
the torso volume conductor and cannot be recovered by processing body surface potentials directly�
no matter how sophisticated the processing techniques� For this reason� there has been a great
deal of interest for many years in both constructing a model of the torso volume conductor to
calculate body surface potentials using realistic heart�torso models� known as solving the forward
problem of electrocardiography� and then in using this forward solution� along with measured body
surface potentials� to solve the associated inverse problem
to estimate epicardial potentials or
other characterizations of the heart�s electrical activity� In e�ect� the idea is to use the additional
information incorporated into the forward model to at least in part reproduce what we could have
measured� had we been able to move the sensors close to the heart surface or into the myocardium�
One can decompose the complete forward�inverse problem into a set of interrelated partial for�

ward�inverse problems� between transmembrane potentials� propagation models� and electrograms�
between potentials on the epicardium or a cardiac source model within the heart and the body sur�
face� and between potentials on the inner walls of the heart �the endocardium� and electrodes
inside the chambers� Of these� only the intracavitary�endocardial and cardiac source�body surface
problems have received much attention in the literature� We concentrate on the latter problem
here� for the former the reader is referred to �����
Approaches to solving this problem have been based on two alternative formulations� The

	rst employs a parametric model of cardiac sources� in which case the problem becomes one of
source localization and parameter estimation� The second employs a non�parametric� distributed
equivalent source model� typically characterizing cardiac sources by their re�ection on the heart
surface �epicardium and�or endocardium�� This latter formulation leads to an image restoration
problem� from a blurred� degraded electrical image measured on the body surface one attempts to
use knowledge of the blurring function� i�e� the forward solution� to restore the �original image�
the image one would have measured on the heart surface� In pursuit of the former approach to
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the inverse solution� a number of parametric source models have been employed� among them
single 	xed or moving dipoles� multipoles� and uniform or non�uniform moving dipole layers �for
a review see ������ Although these have yielded some useful results� the lack of uniqueness �from
Gauss� Law we know that only potential distributions on surfaces enclosing the sources are uniquely
characterized by external measurements� and the complexity of the behavior one is trying to model
�as described earlier in this paper� have led most investigators to use the second approach� �See ����
��� ��� for a more detailed discussion of the tradeo�s involved in the choice of source con	gurations
in inverse solutions��
Even using this distributed� non�parametric� approach� there are two major alternatives� One

can describe the equivalent source only in terms of activation time on the endocardial and epicar�
dial surfaces� thus the problem is posed in terms of reconstructing an isochrone map from body
surface potentials� Alternatively one can attempt a full reconstruction of the epicardial potential
distribution� The advantage of the isochrone characterization is the reduction to a smaller number
of unknowns which one is attempting to 	nd
and thus the possibility of a better�posed problem

while still maintaining what is in some regards the most physiologically important feature of the
solution� the advantage of the second approach is the retention of a complete description of not
just activation but also repolarization and� generally� the distribution of potentials throughout
the cycle� In the rest of this section we will concentrate on the epicardial potential�body surface
potential formulation� it is still the most common model used in the literature� is the closest to
image restoration problems which are more familiar to signal processors� and shares many major
characteristics with other formulations� Where appropriate below� we will� however� refer to some
of the work that has been reported for activation�isochrone inverse solutions�

��� The forward problem
 principles and open questions

The forward solution for an epicardial potential source model is based on the solution of Laplace�s
equation in the source�free volume between the heart and body surface� Required elements of a
solution are a geometric model that includes both surfaces and perhaps intermediate surfaces or the
intervening volume� along with the electrical conductivity inside the enclosed volume� Construction
of such a model requires acquisition of individualized anatomical information� usually by CT or
MRI� The resulting images must be discretized and segmented� ����� the electrode locations mapped
to the geometry� and the anatomical structures represented as a set of nodes in space which are
linked into a mesh of polygons
triangles for surface descriptions and tetra� or hexahedrons for
volume models ����� This process is generally not yet fully automatic �and is a topic of research in
many engineering domains�� Conductivity varies locally within the thorax� causing local changes
in 	eld strength� however� the importance of such e�ects on the inverse solution has not been
conclusively determined� Any internal organs that are included in the model are usually assumed
to have piecewise homogeneous� perhaps anisotropic� conductivity� The geometry is treated as being
static in time �in practice� of course� this is not the case but errors introduced by this approximation
are considerably smaller than those caused by other necessary approximations ������ and thus the
forward problem needs to be solved only once for all time instants� Loading e�ects of the volume
conductor on the source are also ignored� although recent experimental evidence suggests this may
not be an accurate assumption ����� The boundary conditions for the forward solution are the
known potentials �or activation times� on the heart surface� continuity of the voltage and the
normal component of the current across surfaces of internal inhomogeneities� and the insulated
surface �zero normal current� condition on the body surface�
While analytic solutions to the forward problem are possible with simple geometries such as

concentric or eccentric spheres ����� most authors have concentrated on the more practical approach
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of using realistic geometries� de	ned as a mesh of connected nodes� Speci	c solution approaches
include either writing volume integral equations from quasi�static versions of Maxwell�s equations�
or applying Green�s Theorem surface integral equations� with appropriate boundary conditions� to
all surfaces in the geometry� The resulting integral equations are discretized at the nodes of the
geometric mesh and solved using standard techniques such as 	nite element methods �FEM� with
volume equations or boundary element methods �BEM� for surface equations ����� Finite element
solutions can predict potentials anywhere inside the modeled volume� and can handle anisotropic
conductivities �which are characteristic� for instance� of skeletal muscle�� while boundary elements
are simpler but only calculate the surface potentials and have more di�culty with anisotropy�
Creating the required volume mesh for FEM is much more complicated than the surface meshes
needed in BEM� and the matrices involved are much larger� although they are sparse� while BEM
matrices are not� A combined 	nite�element�boundary�element method was described in ���� and
recently signi	cantly re	ned in �����
If one stacks all the epicardial potentials at a particular time instant into a vector� and does

likewise with the body surface potentials� the resulting forward solution is a matrix� the ith row can
be thought of as a set of path weights� where each ijth weight relates the jth point on the epicardial
surface to the ith point on the torso� or equivalently as the �index�reversed� impulse response of
the ith spatial 	lter� whose input is the epicardial potential distribution and whose output is the
ith body surface potential�
Early experimental studies of the accuracy of forward solutions left many unanswered questions�

Primary among them were which internal organs �inhomogeneities� are important to include and
how sensitive results are to accuracy of the mesh and the conductivity assumptions� Some recent
simulation studies ���� ��� ��� and experimental results ���� ��� on these topics exist� but these
matters are still largely unresolved�

��� The inverse problem of electrocardiography and image reconstruction

Since the e�ect of the volume conductor on the epicardial �image can be seen as a space�varying
spatial 	lter� from an image processing viewpoint the inverse problem is one of deblurring� or
restoring� the epicardial image� given an observed blurred image and a known blurring function�
In other words� we desire to reconstruct an electrical image of an internal organ from a number
of smoothed external views� Thus the problem has both similarities and di�erences with both
reconstruction and tomography problems found in the image processing literature� and there is
considerable methodological overlap�

� The inverse problem is ill�posed� due to the smoothing and attenuating properties of the
torso volume conductor� Hence� any discrete forward solution will produce an ill�conditioned
forward transfer matrix� Straight�forward� unconstrained inversions will produce unstable
results� such that very small perturbations in the data will cause unbounded �or unrealistic�
oscillations in the inverse estimate� To illustrate the ill�conditioning problem� in Figure �
we show the singular value spectrum for two typical forward matrices� From a 	ltering
perspective� the forward 	lters are generally low�pass� thus the inverse 	lters must be high�
pass� and therefore will be unstable to high spatial frequencies in the measurements� This is
similar to what often occurs with blurred images� where the blur is a low�pass function�

� Although the forward 	lter is space�varying� a diminishing gain is achieved as one takes more
spatial samples� this is re�ected in the fact that including more and more points tends to
produce forward matrices that are more and more badly conditioned� Again this parallels the
typical image deblurring problem when the blur is space�varying�
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� Image restoration methods are often dominated by the computational complexity involved�
given the tremendous size �in pixels� of a typical digital image� here there is a considerable
range in the dimensions� anywhere from �������� points on the epicardium and �������� on
the torso surface� In general� however� the resulting forward matrices are much smaller than
those that arise in standard imaging applications� where even a small image may contain ���
by ��� pixels and thus lead to matrices of some ��������� elements� Thus inverse methods
which would be infeasible for digital image restoration may be feasible here� and methods
which are essential for certain image restoration problems may not be as immediately attrac�
tive for this inverse problem
for example� iterative techniques are much less developed in
this application than in image restoration�

� In image processing it is usually valid to assume regular spatial sampling of a �at ���D�
object on a square grid� here the surfaces are not �at and the sampling is unlikely to be either
regular or square� Thus solutions which depend on the sampling assumptions �for instance�
using Fourier Transforms� either do not apply or require signi	cant modi	cation�

� In some tomography problems� there is phase information in the measurements because the
wavelengths are small compared to the physical problem size� As mentioned earlier� here the
wavelengths are much larger than the problem size� low�frequency quasi�static approximations
are valid� and there is essentially no phase information to aid in the reconstruction in the
usual tomographic sense�

� As we will discuss below� stabilizing solutions against the ill�posedness of the inverse problem
requires the imposition of a priori knowledge or assumptions about solution characteristics�
The types of assumptions which best characterize images �for instance� Gauss�Markov random
	eld assumptions� are unlikely to characterize cardiac electrical images� and likewise the types
of structures and patterns likely to be present in electrical images will seldom appear in natural
or man�made digital images� One consequence is that inverse solutions have been primarily
formulated as deterministic� with few attempts to apply statistical models as is common in
image restoration problems�

� Although the forward problem is quasi�static� there is a temporal correlation between nearby
time samples of each lead� and an even stronger spatio�temporal correlation between the im�
ages on either the epicardium or the body surface� the wavefront behavior of cardiac electrical
activity means that epicardial potential distribution patterns �move coherently across the
surface� at least over small spatial regions and time intervals� The biophysics of the forward
problem ensure that body surface potential distributions are a smoother� remote re�ection
of the same behavior� Thus temporally uncorrelated behavior in an inverse solution is likely
to be an artifact of the reconstruction� This temporal dimension has been used to aid in�
verse solutions� either explicitly ���� ��� ��� ��� or implicitly ���� ��� ��� ���� Although there is
currently considerable interest in temporal and spatio�temporal processing of digital image se�
quences� particularly in coding applications� there has been little use of temporal information
in restoration problems�

Please place Figure � here

��� Solutions to the inverse problem

To stabilize inverse solutions against this sensitivity to small perturbations in the data or inaccu�
racies in the forward model� additional constraints� based on a priori additional information� must
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be imposed on the solution� Straightforward least�squares solutions will not give reliable results
due to the presence of the reciprocals of the small singular values in the inverse� and even truncated
SVD solutions are not very e�ective because of the lack of a clear distinction between signi	cant
and insigni	cant singular values �see Fig� ��� The most common approach to this problem has
been to use a technique known as regularization
the least�squares residual error cost function is
supplemented by a second term which penalizes for large values of a chosen property of the solu�
tion ���� ���� Thus a tradeo� is constructed between 	delity to the data �small residual error� and
	delity to the constraint represented by the second term �small regularization error�� This tradeo�
is controlled by a multiplicative weight known as the regularization parameter�
To illustrate more precisely how regularization works in a speci	c formulation� assume we have

a forward matrix A and a measured torso data vector y at a particular time instant� and we wish to
estimate a vector of epicardial potentials h� Then� using the ��norm of the estimate as a regularizer
�a very common choice in practice�� we can write the regularized cost function as�
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From this equation we can see that for those terms in the sum for which �i 		 �� the �� in the
denominator acts to overcome the destabilizing e�ect of these small singular values� Thus the term
in parenthesis represents a kind of 	lter to combat the ill�condition of the forward matrix� Similar
results can be derived for more general regulariation scenarios�
There are three key questions in applying regularization techniques�

�� how best to choose the appropriate regularizer� i�e� the constraint�

�� how best to choose the regularization parameter� and

�� how to de	ne �best in the 	rst two questions�

The most common approach to the 	rst question has been to choose constraints which are
both easily tractable and physically reasonable
in particular the energy ��� norm� of the result
or of an estimate of its spatial gradient or Laplacian� Numerous techniques have been proposed to
answer the second question ���� ���� there are both a priori techniques based on assumptions about
noise� model error� and correlation structure of the solution� and a posteriori techniques which
	rst compute results for a �generally large� number of potential regularization parameters and
then choose the best according to some criterion� Unfortunately� the results tend to be extremely
sensitive to the interrelationship between the value chosen for the regularization parameter and the
amount of perturbation or noise in the data� Little attention has been paid to the third question
in the literature� generally �� norms are used in the cost functions and results are evaluated in
terms of relative squared error� correlation coe�cients� and visual interpretation� as described in
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Section ���� The development of better measures of di�erence between electrical image sequences
remains a question for future research�
Regularized solutions to the inverse problem of electrocardiography 	rst appeared in the mid�

���s ����� Since then considerable e�ort has been put into 	nding more reliable and controllable
inverse solutions� Initially much of this e�ort went towards studying the e�ects of various regular�
ization constraints and the choice of the regularization parameter ���� ��� ��� ���� More recently
a number of more elaborate approaches have been developed� concentrating on new� decomposed�
or combined regularization constraints ���� ��� ��� ��� ��� ����� Such solutions have been used
to localize speci	c abnormalities in the activation pattern ������ but so far have not been able to
adequately and reliably reconstruct the general epicardial potential distribution� Nevertheless� in
particular cases� inverse epicardial solutions do reveal details of the epicardial distribution that are
not evident with other methodologies such as integral di�erence maps or singal instant potential
maps� In Figure � computed inverse solutions are compared to integral di�erence mapping of the
body surface data� Both parts of the 	gure shows maps from beats recorded just prior ��pre�� to
PTCA balloon in�ation �A� and during the last �� s ��peak�� of the in�ation �B�� as described
in Section ������ The upper panel contains iso�integral maps from both beats and their di�er�
ence� �peak � pre�� The lower panel shows both measured torso potentials and inverse computed

epicardial potentials for one time instant during both beats�
The expected hemodynamic e�ect of balloon in�ation is to induce local ischemia in tissue which

is downstream from the site� electrically� the e�ect should be a change in local membrane resting
potentials� with resulting shifts in the epicardial and torso surface potential distributions� The
	gure shows this as more positive �color shift from dark blue towards red in the 	gures� potentials
on the anterior surface of the torso in both integral and instant maps� The inverse solution predicts
more speci	cally the site of epicardial potential elevation which� in fact� corresponds qualitatively
quite well with the region downstream from the location of the PTCA balloon �marked with the
arrow in the 	gure��

Please place Figure � here

Among the areas of recent development have been the incorporation of more constraints� and
especially of temporal constraints in addition to spatial constraints� Some example temporal con�
straints include ensuring that the temporal frequency content of the reconstructed signals is gener�
ally low�pass ���� ���� or that there is a sharp temporal gradient in the signal at activation time �����
Another approach proposed recently is to apply regularization not to the entire forward solution
matrix� but only those regions that display considerable levels of ill�conditioning ������ Solutions
have also been proposed using entropy criteria to reconstruct the multi�channel power spectrum
of the epicardial signals ����� Some recent approaches avoid the need for regularization� either by
restricting the search to breakthroughs� modeled as independent sources� and found using subspace
based techniques ������ or by posing the problem in a set�theoretic admissible solution framework
and using convex optimization techniques ������ The latter approach is similar in spirit to work
that has been done in image restoration ������

� Concluding Remarks

In this overview we have described the contemporary state of a non�traditional medical imaging
modality whose ancestry reaches into the last century� to origins in string galvanometry and the
most rudimentary notions of bioelectricity� Electrocardiographic imaging addresses the limitations
in spatial sampling and information extraction of the standard ECG by acquiring a much richer
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data 	eld� and then applying sophisticated signal processing and analysis techniques in order to
extract more information from this data�
The overriding rationale for developing an electrical sensing methodology for the heart is the

electromechanical link� which we have described in some depth� All mechanical events in the heart
connected to its contraction and pumping function are preceded and controlled by electrochemical
events� the latter also generate ionic currents� and thus extracardiac voltages� that can be measured
non�invasively on the body surface�
We have discussed the principles that underlie currently practical electrocardiography� outlined

its weaknesses� and described approaches to improving its capabilities� The most obvious limitation
of the standard ECG� sparse spatial sampling� has motivated researchers to develop the cardiac
mapping techniques described here� which are now widely utilized in experimental studies� and
to a lesser extent in clinical applications� We have described a variety of the published analysis
approaches and focused on the inverse solution� a means of generating estimated images of the
electrical activity of the heart from image sequences of potentials recorded by body surface mapping�
There are numerous aspects of cardiac electrical imaging of interest to signal processors� some of
these are shared with other medical imaging modalities and others are not� We have emphasized
both the analogies� as well as the important di�erences� with standard imaging processing�
Perhaps the main hurdle to more general use of clinical body surface mapping has been the

paucity of techniques for unambiguous analysis of the resulting data� There are a number of re�
search questions in this methodology that could bene	t from further contributions from the signal
processing community� Among these� we wish to emphasize the possibilities for better techniques
for representation of these images� perhaps involving the adaptation of standard or emerging im�
age processing techniques to the requisite non�regular and curved geometries� and involving more
statistically�based� but local� characterizations� In turn� these representations could lead to im�
proved feature extraction and the development of better quantitative measures for comparing elec�
trical image sequences� In addition� in the case of high�density recordings from the cardiac surface�
where wavefront propagation is a reasonable data model� there are many possibilities for careful ap�
plication of array processing techniques� however we caution that the important di�erences between
standard wave propagation models and cardiac propagation must be taken into account�
Finally� inverse solutions are a particularly promising area for interaction between signal pro�

cessing and cardiac electrical imaging� Several key issues in inverse electrocardiography remain
unresolved� For instance� the requirements of the inverse solution include a quantitative descrip�
tion of the torso geometry and conductivity� but the relationship between the accuracy of this
description and that of the resulting inverse solution is not yet known� and numerical and even
statistical characterizations of this relationship would be of great interest� Perhaps the most crit�
ical requirement for an inverse solution� a numerical means of constraining the ill�posed nature of
the problem� is another important area of ongoing research� While the eventual capabilities and
limitations of this modality are impossible to predict� it is clear that inverse solutions accurate
enough for general clinical application will need to incorporate sophisticated techniques to impose
physiologically realistic constraints as precisely as possible� Such solutions hold the promise of
greatly improved characterization� quanti	cation� and localization of cardiac abnormalities from
non�invasive body surface measurements�
Acknowledgment� The authors wish to thank Robert Lux and Bruno Taccardi of the CVRTI
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List of Figures

� Examples of electric potentials from the heart� Top panel contains a schematic
electrocardiogram �ECG�� with standard labels for each wave� middle panel shows an
electrogram recorded from the outer surface of a canine heart with the characteristic
intrinsic de�ection marked� and the bottom panel contains schematic diagrams of
action potentials from the ventricular myocardium �heart muscle�� The alignment
of the signals is realistic in that the QRS complex in the ECG re�ects the range
of upstrokes of all action potentials in the ventricles while electrograms are more
selectively sensitive to tissue close to the electrode� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � ��

� Epicardial and torso tank surface potentials recorded from an isolated heart in an
electrolytic torso tank� The upper panel shows the epicardial distribution and the
lower the torso tank distribution from the same time instant and from the same
view� The heart in the upper 	gure is aligned as it was while suspended in the tank�
but scaled severalfold for display purposes� The red dot in each map indicates the
location of the two time signals shown at right� The color�bars below the two time
signals show the mapping from potentials to color� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � ��

� Samples of measured potentials from the body surface �panel a� and outer surface of
the heart �panel b� to illustrate the diversity of waveforms� The four body surface
signals were recorded simultaneously from di�erent locations on the torso of the same
subject under identical recording conditions� The four heart surface recordings were
also simultaneously recorded� here from a canine ventricle using a � cm square array
of electrodes � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � ��

� Sequence of maps based on canine epicardial data� The electrode array contained
�� � �� electrodes regularly spaced at ��� mm separation and sewn into a nylon
sock� Scaling
and thus contour spacing
is local to each frame such that the colors
span the range of measured potentials� The � leftmost maps are isopotential instant
maps from the same heartbeat� In these maps the positive potentials are mapped
to red and negative potentials are mapped to blue� The time signal below each map
corresponds to the location in the maps marked by the red dot and indicates how
the maps progress through the beat� The rightmost column of maps were derived
from the entire beat and represent the activation times �upper map� and recovery
times �lower map� with scaling as indicated in the legends� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � ��

� Sequence of epicardial maps from the whole heart� Electrode array contains ���
electrodes on semi�regular� curved grid over the entire ventricles� Red outlines show
the location of major coronary arteries� Color coding for potentials is local to each
instant ranging from dark blue for most negative potentials� through green� yellow�
to red representing the most postive values� The time signal below each map is
marked by a vertical line to show progress through the beat� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � ��

� Sequence of isopotential instant maps from the body surface� Electrode array con�
tained ��� leads with weighted spacing �higher density of coverage on the anterior
surface� and irregular spacing� The left�hand map of each pair shows the anterior
view� the right�hand map shows the posterior view� Positive potentials are coded in
red� negative in blue and the scaling is local to each map� The instant in time for
each map in the sequence is indicated by the vertical line on the ECG below each
map pair� The labeled red dot indicates the location of this ECG� � � � � � � � � � � ��
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� KL transform applied to epicardial distributions� The upper four maps depict the
	rst four eigenmaps derived from all the frames of the single beat shown in Figure ��
The lower two rows show reconstructed isopotential instant maps from two of the
time instants shown in Figure �� the left�hand map of each of these pairs are recon�
structed from only the 	rst four eigenmaps while the map in right�hand panel used
the 	rst �� eigenmaps� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � ��

� The singular value spectra of two di�erent forward solution matrices� panel �a� was
computed based on a realistic model of human anatomy� while panel �b� was based
on a torso�shaped electrolytic tank with a canine heart suspended inside as described
in the text� Note that the singular values are plotted on a log scale� � � � � � � � � � ��

� Isointegral and inverse solution results from a patient during coronary angioplasty
�PTCA�� as described in the text� The top panel contains two isointegral maps from
the QRST segment� and their di�erence� The left map �A� originates from signals
measured before in�ation of the PTCA balloon while the middle map �B� is the same
integral from a beat recorded at the latter� peak phase of the in�ation� the rightmost
map is the di�erence �peak� minus pre�in�ation�� These maps have been projected
onto a two�dimensional surface� with the anterior torso on the left of each map and
the posterior on the right� In the lower part of the 	gure� all distributions shown
are isopotential instant maps� also from the same pre�in�ation �panel A� and peak�
in�ation �Panel B� beats� The torso maps were measured� but the epicardial maps in
the lower right portion of each panel contain estimates based on inverse calculations�
The red areas denote positive potential� the blue denote negative potential and the
green�yellow colors span the region of small potential values near zero� The arrow
indicates the approximate location of the angioplasty balloon� � � � � � � � � � � � � � ��
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Figure �� Examples of electric potentials from the heart� Top panel contains a schematic electrocar�
diogram �ECG�� with standard labels for each wave� middle panel shows an electrogram recorded
from the outer surface of a canine heart with the characteristic intrinsic de�ection marked� and the
bottom panel contains schematic diagrams of action potentials from the ventricular myocardium
�heart muscle�� The alignment of the signals is realistic in that the QRS complex in the ECG
re�ects the range of upstrokes of all action potentials in the ventricles while electrograms are more
selectively sensitive to tissue close to the electrode�
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Figure �� Epicardial and torso tank surface potentials recorded from an isolated heart in an elec�
trolytic torso tank� The upper panel shows the epicardial distribution and the lower the torso tank
distribution from the same time instant and from the same view� The heart in the upper 	gure
is aligned as it was while suspended in the tank� but scaled severalfold for display purposes� The
red dot in each map indicates the location of the two time signals shown at right� The color�bars
below the two time signals show the mapping from potentials to color�
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Figure �� Samples of measured potentials from the body surface �panel a� and outer surface of
the heart �panel b� to illustrate the diversity of waveforms� The four body surface signals were
recorded simultaneously from di�erent locations on the torso of the same subject under identical
recording conditions� The four heart surface recordings were also simultaneously recorded� here
from a canine ventricle using a � cm square array of electrodes
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Figure �� Sequence of maps based on canine epicardial data� The electrode array contained �� �
�� electrodes regularly spaced at ��� mm separation and sewn into a nylon sock� Scaling
and thus
contour spacing
is local to each frame such that the colors span the range of measured potentials�
The � leftmost maps are isopotential instant maps from the same heartbeat� In these maps the
positive potentials are mapped to red and negative potentials are mapped to blue� The time signal
below each map corresponds to the location in the maps marked by the red dot and indicates how
the maps progress through the beat� The rightmost column of maps were derived from the entire
beat and represent the activation times �upper map� and recovery times �lower map� with scaling
as indicated in the legends�
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Figure �� Sequence of epicardial maps from the whole heart� Electrode array contains ��� electrodes
on semi�regular� curved grid over the entire ventricles� Red outlines show the location of major
coronary arteries� Color coding for potentials is local to each instant ranging from dark blue for
most negative potentials� through green� yellow� to red representing the most postive values� The
time signal below each map is marked by a vertical line to show progress through the beat�
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Figure �� Sequence of isopotential instant maps from the body surface� Electrode array contained
��� leads with weighted spacing �higher density of coverage on the anterior surface� and irregular
spacing� The left�hand map of each pair shows the anterior view� the right�hand map shows the
posterior view� Positive potentials are coded in red� negative in blue and the scaling is local to
each map� The instant in time for each map in the sequence is indicated by the vertical line on the
ECG below each map pair� The labeled red dot indicates the location of this ECG�
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Figure �� KL transform applied to epicardial distributions� The upper four maps depict the 	rst
four eigenmaps derived from all the frames of the single beat shown in Figure �� The lower two
rows show reconstructed isopotential instant maps from two of the time instants shown in Figure ��
the left�hand map of each of these pairs are reconstructed from only the 	rst four eigenmaps while
the map in right�hand panel used the 	rst �� eigenmaps�
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Figure �� The singular value spectra of two di�erent forward solution matrices� panel �a� was
computed based on a realistic model of human anatomy� while panel �b� was based on a torso�
shaped electrolytic tank with a canine heart suspended inside as described in the text� Note that
the singular values are plotted on a log scale�
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Figure �� Isointegral and inverse solution results from a patient during coronary angioplasty
�PTCA�� as described in the text� The top panel contains two isointegral maps from the QRST
segment� and their di�erence� The left map �A� originates from signals measured before in�ation
of the PTCA balloon while the middle map �B� is the same integral from a beat recorded at the
latter� peak phase of the in�ation� the rightmost map is the di�erence �peak� minus pre�in�ation��
These maps have been projected onto a two�dimensional surface� with the anterior torso on the left
of each map and the posterior on the right� In the lower part of the 	gure� all distributions shown
are isopotential instant maps� also from the same pre�in�ation �panel A� and peak�in�ation �Panel
B� beats� The torso maps were measured� but the epicardial maps in the lower right portion of
each panel contain estimates based on inverse calculations� The red areas denote positive potential�
the blue denote negative potential and the green�yellow colors span the region of small potential
values near zero� The arrow indicates the approximate location of the angioplasty balloon�
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